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May 29 Session Highlights
Staffing Concerns
The ONA team continued to push for

their efforts to improve it. All three of

resolution to staffing concerns last week

these areas provide the rationale for the

during a special bargaining session aimed

Association’s bargaining proposals.

at profiling the importance of safe staffing
to Sacred Heart nurses and connecting our
concerns with the bargaining proposals
brought forward by our team. Two special
guests from ONA were invited to join the
session: Susan King, RN, MS, CEN, FAAN
ONA’s Executive Director and Carlton Brown,
PhD, RN, AOCN, FAAN, ONA's Director of
Professional Services. Also in attendance
were Connie Miyao, RN ONA Nursing
Practice Consultant and Cathy Van Zyl,
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chairs were brought in to provide additional
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Nurses were invited to observe the session

Dr. Brown's presentation, which was aimed
at reinforcing the need to match staffing with
patients’ needs for nursing care, focused
on research demonstrating the connection
between proper nurse staffing in relation to
patient outcomes. Although nursing is often
a soft target for employers to achieve quick
cost cutting measures, registered nurses
serve an important role in increasing patient
satisfaction and decreasing adverse
outcomes. Studies have shown that


equipped to achieve positive results.

and demonstrate support for the ONA team.
With concerns about staffing having reached a

Rested, relaxed nurses are better



Working more than 12 hours in a day (or

fevered pitch in recent months, it's no surprise

more than 48 hours in a week) decreases

that turnout was high. In fact, so many nurses

nurse efficiency and increases adverse

crowded into the bargaining room that many

outcomes.

ended up sitting on the floor, even after extra



the chances of the patient’s death within

seating.
The team broke up our presentations
into three key areas: Research and
staffing; the legal framework for nurse

Having just one more patient increases
30 days of admission by 7 percent.



A patient fall currently means that the
hospital cannot be reimbursed by CMS



Staffing of RNs below target levels is

staffing (in particular, the Oregon Staffing

associated with increased patient

Law); and the experience of nurses at

mortality.

Sacred Heart regarding staffing and
continued on page 2
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May 29 Session Highlights Staffing Concerns continued from page 1
Susan King's testimony was offered in part to set the record

Sacred Heart administration has continued to downplay

straight on the intent behind Oregon's Nurse Staffing law

nurse concerns about staffing in recent weeks, and has been

(which was passed by the state legislature in 2001). In

dismissive of SRDF forms, saying that they are “form driven

previous bargaining sessions, the employer has expressed

communication” and that they are not a relevant tool for

a difference of opinion about how certain parts of the law

problem solving at the facility.

were to be interpreted, particularly in relation to mandatory
overtime rules. As one of the original authors of HB2800,
we could think of no better person than Susan King to help
us articulate the original framework for the staffing law,
provide background on how and why Staffing Request and
Document Forms (SRDFs) came into being, and to offer
an explanation of how mandatory overtime language was

In an effort to further emphasize to hospital administration
the severity of staffing issues at SHMC/SHHCS, members of
the ONA team then discussed their concerns about staffing
and some of them read directly from SRDF forms that have
been submitted in recent months. Many of the stories hit
close to home for both the bargaining team members

intended to be interpreted.

reading them, and for the nurse observers in the room.
After reading a particularly unsettling account aloud,

King reiterated ONA's position that the nurses who

team member Nancy Deyhle (ICU) said to the

work in a facility are often the best authorities on what

management team, "we're begging you to listen to us,"

constitutes safe staffing for that facility. Thus, there

at which point the nurse observers in the room broke

should be a collaborative partnership between staff and

into applause. After ONA team member Lynda Pond

administration in regards to staffing issues. In 2005, the

(LDR) read from SRDFs submitted from Labor and

staffing law was revised. At the time, ONA was seeking more

Delivery and Peds, nurses broke into applause again.

certainty in the law regarding staffing, while the hospital
association (a lobbying group for hospitals) wanted more
flexibility. While revisiting the law, changes were made to
address major issues that had emerged around mandatory
overtime


After lunch, managers began to trickle into the bargaining
room. While nurses had voluntarily attended the session
to support the ONA team on their own time, Sacred
Heart administration told managers that their presence
in the afternoon was mandatory. As the managers took

When a vacancy becomes known, the hospital needs to

their seats, the management team began their own

have a plan in place to fill that vacancy

presentation about the state of staffing at Sacred Heart. The
PowerPoint was titled “Seasonal Staffing Plan” and was



The law was expanded to also protect LPNs and CNAs



A nurse, CNA or LPN could be asked to work one hour

in October of last year titled “Minimum Core Staffing.” The

over their agreed upon shift (for example, if you normally

PowerPoint is available on the ONA web page.

worked an eight -hour shift, you could only be asked to
work nine hours total, or if you normally worked a
10-hour shift, you could only be asked to work 11
hours total)


proposals, visit the ONA bargaining unit webpage or
click here.) We will continue negotiations and management
has promised to respond to our economic proposals (wages

nurse (RN, LPN or CNA) could be asked to work

and differentials) at the next bargaining session, which takes

these hourly limits, provided the following:
A hospital must first have made a "reasonable effort" to
obtain replacement staff


Discussion about open articles continued and two tentative
agreements were reached (for a list of these and other

A 12 hour limit was to set the upper threshold of hours a

The changes to the law did provide some exceptions to


nearly identical to a presentation made by management

There must be a list of available/on-call staff or agencies
to call for help

place Thursday, June 5 at RiverBend in 200 FA.
Thank you to nurses for attending this important session and
for allowing us to share the situations that you experience
every day in your efforts to do the best work you can do to
keep your patients safe. We are proud of Sacred Heart
nurses and honored to represent you in these negotiations!
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Coffee and Lunch!
Thanks to Cath Prep and Recovery and Cath Lab
nurses who provided a home made lunch for our
bargaining team for the session on May 29.
Danielle Gonzalles from ICU brought snacks for the
team. Coffee was also provided, much to the delight
of team members and visitors alike.
The team wanted to say we really appreciate the
gesture. It’s not just about the delicious meals
and snacks. It’s about what they signify. It means
nurses stand together here. It signifies that this is
everyone’s fight. Thanks again.
Nancy Deyhle, Larry Wilt, Kellie Spangler, Larry and Kendra Northam (not pictured) brought coffee and snacks for the team

ONA Team Needs Your Help!
Attend a Contract Action Team
(CAT) Meeting June 10

Next Bargaining Update Meetings
take place at

University District Monday, June 9

Our team can't win a fair contract without your help.
All Contract Action Team (CAT) members are asked
to attend one of these brief meetings to get the latest
bargaining update and learn what our next action in
support of bargaining.

One Main conference Room
(off the main lobby)
0730 - 0900
1300 - 1430
1530 - 1700

Not sure if you're a CAT but want to make sure your
unit is plugged in? Come anyway!

Plan to Join Us!

Tuesday, June 10
RiverBend Campus
7:30 - 8:30am (200CD)
1:30 - 2:30pm (200EB)

Did you know?


You can get it online: All ONA and Management
proposals are available on the ONA website at:
http://www.oregonrn.org/?86



Here’s how you can help: Nurses continued
support and activism is a critical component of
our work to win a fair contract.

3:30 - 4:30pm (200EB)
Questions? Contact Lydia at 503-807-0156 or
hallay@oregonrn.org

Next Negotiating Dates
Thursday, June 12 and Friday, June 13
RiverBend – Room 200CD
(with SHHCS bargaining taking place the morning of June 13.)
All nurses are invited to come.

1. Wear an ONA pin. Share an ONA pin.
2. Put a sign in your car and in your home window.
We bet your neighbor will too.
3. Maintaining standards for all nurses in Eugene/
Springfield. So come show your support!
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Sacred Heart Medical Center and Home Care Services Nurses gather at ONA’s convention, May 2014

2014 Convention Was a Success!
Our Oregon Nurses Association (ONA) convention was filled with great
learning opportunities, productive and in-depth discussions on labor and
practice issues, and numerous opportunities for everyone to socialize and
celebrate together!
At the House of Delegates, we had the honor of announcing the results of
the 2014 ONA Statewide Elections, including introducing our incoming
ONA Board of Directors President, Katy Cooper, RN
from Oregon Health and Science University (OHSU).
ONA would also like to thank special guest Governor John Kitzhaber for

website in the upcoming weeks for more recaps

talking with us during the luncheon on Tuesday, May 21! He gave an

and updates from the convention, including

insightful speech on the future of health care reform and took the time to

photo galleries, session notes, full ONA election

answer the questions our members submitted. Stay tuned to the ONA

results and more.

The Oregon Nurses
Association invites all
members to participate in
the 2014 Oregon Nurses
Association Member
Survey.

To complete the survey, visit the
ONA website at www.OregonRN.org
and click on the Member Survey
link on the front page.If you have
any questions, please contact
Pisith Kong via email at
kong@oregonRN.org.

